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ABSTRACT 
 
Constrained particle filter is widely used in indoor 
localization applications. With environmental information, 
the cascaded hypothesis modifier can improve accuracy by 
rejecting particles those have invalid transitions. However, 
the memory requirement and computation complexity of 
constrained particle filter are both large, and the low 
spatial correlations between the sequentially accessed 
particles make the computation inefficient. This paper 
proposes two techniques to improve the efficiency: location 
constrained multi-prediction and dynamically cascaded 
hypothesis modifier. The experimental result shows that the 
proposed techniques can achieve higher accuracy at lower 
cost, both in storage and computation. 
 

Index Terms—constrained particle filter, prior editing, 
hypothesis modifier, indoor localization, cost-effective 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many ubiquitous computing systems emphasize the 
importance of accurate indoor positioning for localization 
and tracking. For received signal strength (RSS)-based 
system, several challenges exist and harden the location 
estimation: NLOS, multi-path, RSS fluctuation, etc. Several 
researches [1][2][3] show that particle filter (PF), a discrete 
implementation of the Bayesian filter by sequential Monte 
Carlo method, has superior performance than traditional 
Kalman filter family. PF is preferable for improving the 
estimation accuracy, especially when the tracking target has 
non-linear motion model and the system suffers from non-
Gaussian noise. 

For indoor localization applications, the estimation 
accuracy of PF can be improved by adding the geometrical 
information from the floorplan of the building. Reference [4] 
shows a low complexity map-aided positioning system that 
combines radio fingerprint technique and PF. The PF is 
operated with a voronoi graph, which is constructed from 
the set of the allowable paths. However, no matter how 
much the amplitude of environmental noise is, as long as the 
ground truth of the position is not on the approximated path, 
voronoi graph-based PF suffers from longitudinal error. 

 
Figure 1. Overview this work: an iteration of constrained  

particle filter and the proposed particle filter. 
 
Reference [5] shows the software stack of a map-assisted 
indoor location-aware system. And a vector-based multi-
level map representation for tracking on a 2D plane with 
realistic obstacles. Our previous work, location-constrained 
particle filter (LCPF) [6], demonstrates a framework to 
integrate location constraints into particle filter, including 
invalid regions, walls, and turning regions for adjusting the 
motion model. The combination of location-constrained 
weight updating and constrained propagation makes large 
accuracy improvement. Reference [7] shows a backtracking 
PF based on particle trajectory histories, which can improve 
accuracy if the system allows batched or postponed location 
estimation due to backtracking.  

The key to integrate geometric information into the 
framework of PF is to modify the probability density 
function sampled by particles. Reference [8] proposes a 
multi-hypothesis PF which integrates dynamic information 
and prior information by a cascading a series of hypothesis 
modifiers (HM). Reference [9] proposes information fusion 
method with loss detection and recovery for effective 
particle number. Both these two methods are extensions of 
prior editing or prior boosting [3]. The problem of prior 
boosting is that the computation complexity will be 
drastically increased as the number of HM increase. For 
LCPF, the depth of the cascaded hypothesis modifier (CHM) 
increases as the size of state space increases, and also 
increases as the number of location constraints increases. 
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Figure 1 shows the principle idea of the proposed 
techniques. The cost effectiveness is improved by storing 
fewer particles, predicting more precisely, and computing 
the CHM more efficiently. The two proposed techniques are: 

 Location constrained multi-prediction (LCMP) 
 Dynamically cascaded hypothesis modifier (DCHM) 

Based on our experiments, with only 7.25% storage of the 
original LCPF, the estimation error of the proposed 
algorithm is still reduced by 25.7%, and the computation 
time is also reduced by 30.37%. The proposed techniques 
can not only improve the accuracy but also reduce the 
computation complexity and storage requirement. 
 

2. REVIEW OF LOCATION-CONSTRAINED 
PARTICLE FILTER 

Location-constrained particle filter (LCPF) is a 
particle filter that utilizes geometric constraints of the map 
on weight updating and particle propagation. Equation (1) 
shows the recursive Bayesian filter with cascaded 
hypothesis modifier. LCPF is a Monte Carlo implementation 
of (1). The approximation is shown by (2). Figure 2 
demonstrates the pseudo code of LCPF, where  and  
represent the number of particle and the number of 
constraint. The behavior of LCPF is similar to the basic 
sampling importance resampling PF. In iteration , particle 

, the  sample of pdf, is first propagated to a temporary 
new sample  with motion model . Then the 
weight  is updated by sampling the likelihood function 

, and then normalized by . The state pair  
is checked through a cascaded hypothesis modifier (CHM), 
which is implemented by the constraint loop. If the particle 
has invalid transition, its weighting will be set to zero for 
rejection. After the two level loops between line 3 and 14, 
detecting for sample impoverishment is required. The 
detection can be done with a trace of the largest weight or a 
trace of the sum of all weights. When the weight (or the sum 
of total weight) is smaller than a given threshold, sample 
impoverishment occurs. If there is no loss of tracking, we 
run a resampling algorithm to prevent the degeneracy 
problem [2]. However, if sample impoverishment occurs, 
the distribution of the sample is no longer representative. In 
this case, the particles are redrawn uniformly in the state 
space, which is also called particle injection [9].  
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Figure 2. Location constrained particle filter (LCPF) [6] 

 
3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING 

ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY 

There are two problems in LCPF as the number of 
constraint increases. First, the CHM rejects more particles 
and reduces the effective particle number, which is defined 
by (3). Small  increases the probability of sample 
impoverishment and decreases the accuracy. To ensure 
enough particles passes the CHM, the initial particle number 
has to be large. However, large  will linearly increase the 
storage requirement, which is state vectors and weight 
scalars. Second, the computation complexity of LCPF is 

. In comparison with the original PF, although the 
particle number of LCPF can be smaller, the two-level loop 
still dominates the computation. 

  (3) 

The problem is that the spatial correlation between the 
particle and the HM is not utilized for creating an efficient 
CHM. Direct applying spatial data structure to particle and 
constraint doesn’t solve the problem if the constraint has no 
spatial limit. The cost of updating the whole spatial data 
structure of particles is high, and the storage requirement of 
particle is not reduced. To solve these problems, we modify 
the LCPF framework to integrate the proposed techniques. 
First, we apply the proposed location-constrained multi-
prediction (LCMP) in the particle loop to ensure enough 
particles pass the CHM and increase the spatial correlation 
between the sequentially accessed particles. Then we apply 
spatial partitioning and use an intermediate structure to 
create the dynamically cascaded hypothesis modifier 
(DCHM) for each posterior sample. 

LCPF (NP particles from initial pdf) 
1   REPEAT 
2     Get measurement zi 
3     FOR k = 1 : NP (Particle Loop) 
4       Propagate xT from xk and p(xi|xi-1) 
5       Update weight wk = p(zi|xT) 
6       FOR c = 1 : NC (Constraint Loop) 
7         Run cth hypothesis modifier (xk,xT) 
8         IF rejected 
9           Clear weight wk = 0 
10          BREAK FOR c = 1 : NC 
11        END IF 
12      END FOR  
13      Replace xk = xT 
14    END FOR 
15    Detect sample impoverishment  
16    IF sample impoverishment detected 
17      Redraw uniformly in state space 
18    END IF 
19    ELSE 
20      Normalize weight  
21      Run resampling algorithm 
22    END ELSE 
23    Increment i 
24  UNTIL STOP 

Posterior 

Importance weighting 
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A. Location-Constrained Multi-Prediction (LCMP) 

Multi-prediction is a prior editing technique that 
increases the temporary sample size by  times for 
representing the prior distribution. Figure 3 shows an 
example of LCMP that  is eight. The posterior sample is 
applied with motion model , and eight temporary 
samples are generated in multi-prediction. The weights of 
the eight samples are obtained by sampling the measurement 
likelihood function . For each temporary sample, the  
CHM is applied to examine whether the move is valid. If the 
transition is through a wall constraint, it is invalid. Then the 
sample will be rejected. If a temporary sample doesn’t 
violate any constraint, it will pass the CHM and regard as a 
valid temporary sample. The valid samples build up the 
modified prior samples, which are candidates for selection.  

The process of choosing one sample from the 
modified prior samples is a maximum likelihood selection. 
The selection can be viewed as a sampling from 

, which is the prior distribution of the  
posterior sample from last iteration. If we assume that the 
particles are sequentially traversed in the particle loop, the 
additional storage cost for random sampling is only  state 
vectors and weight scalars. For  particles in sampling the 
posterior distribution, the storage complexity is  or 

, not .  
Although large  does not guarantee high 

estimation accuracy, small  usually leads to inaccurate 
estimation result and frequent redraw. In the constrained 
localization and tracking, the effective sample size in the 
propagation stage of the original LCPF and the proposed 
LCMP can be modeled as following. Assume: i) the 
probability that a particle rejected by the CHM is ; ii) 
we wish to keep at least  valid particles after the CHM for 
better prior sampling; iii) after weight updating, the ratio of 
effective sampling over all samples is ; iv) we wish to keep 
at least  effective samples for better posterior sampling. 
The criterion that the original LCPF satisfy our wish is 
modeled by (4) and (5). The proposed LCMP satisfying our 
wish is modeled by (6) and (7).  is the 
probability that a particle passes the CHM in original LCPF, 
and (4) models the expected valid transitions. In LCMP, the 
probability that a posterior sample survived the CHM can be 
found by finding the joint probability of all invalid transition. 

 stands for the probability that a prior sample is 
rejected by the CHM, and  is the joint probability 
that all the temporary prior samples originated from the 
same posterior sample are rejected. is the ratio of 
effective sample of posterior distribution after the weight 
updating of the LCMP. 

   
(4) 
(5) 

   
(6) 
(7) 

 
Figure 3. Concept of LCMP 

 
Figure 4. Conditions for constraint checking 

 
Figure 5. The proposed DCHM 

B. Dynamically Cascaded Hypothesis Modifier (DCHM) 

To reduce the computation complexity, we aim at 
reducing the constraints checked by CHM. Because the  
prior samples of the original LCPF are not sorted by their 
location, the spatial correlations between the sequentially 
accessed prior samples are weak. With LCMP, the spatial 
correlations of the  prior samples originated from the 
same posterior sample are strong. Figure 4 shows the 
conditions for checking. The bounding circle of propagation 
limits the possible locations of the temporary samples, and 
the radius  is determined by the upper bound of speed and 
the iteration interval. Assume the radius of the bounding 
circle of constraint  is , and the distance between the 
posterior sample and the center of constraint  is . The 
criterion guarantees no transition violation for all temporary 
samples is (8). Inequality (9) shows the situation that the 
proposed DCHM can reduce the computation cost, where 

 is the average cost to create the DCHM.  and 
 represent the average cost for check a prior sample.  

  (8) 
  (9) 
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If there is no limitation on the size of the constraint, 
we have to check all  constraints for creating the DCHM. 
Therefore, the  will be . If the state space is 
very large and  and  is relative small,  may 
dominates the computation of the left side of (6). The key 
idea of reducing  is to limit the size of the constraint. 
Figure 5 shows a solution of size limitation by space 
partitioning. The state space is partitioned into  m2 square 
regions, and the constraints cross the boundary of region are 
divided into pieces. The constraints in the same region are 
grouped into a small array, and the arrays construct a tree-
based spatial data structure. The cost of creating the DCHM 
becomes the cost of searching the nearest region and 
traverses the nearby region within  coverage. Large  
increases the number of constraint needs to be checked in 
DCHM and increases , and many constraints can be 
ignored. Small  increases the number of region, , 
and even  because the constraints may be partitioned 
into too many pieces. A proper  helps to remove the 
ignorable constraints, and does not have large computation 
overhead. If  is equal to , only the eight surrounding 
regions are required for traverse, and the cost to find nearest 
region is , where  is the number of regions. 

The pseudo code of the combination of LCMP and 
DCHM is shown in Figure 6. The DCHM is created on line 
6 and use the constraints in the nearest and the selected 
surrounding regions as candidates. The following multi-
prediction loop generates  temporary prior samples, and 
the inside constraint loop runs the DCHM for rejecting the 
invalid temporary samples.  is number of constraints in 
DCHM. TABLE 1 shows the complexity comparison 
between LCPF and the proposed combination of LCMP and 
DCHM for improvement. We introduce  for the number 
of posterior sample in the proposed PF.  
 

 
Figure 6. LCPF with proposed LCMP and DCHM 

TABLE 1. Comparison of storage and computation complexity 

 LCPF LCMP+DCHM 

Posterior sample size   
Prior sample size   

Storage of state vector   
Computation complexity   

 

 
Figure 7. Simulation model for experiments 

 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
 
Figure 7 shows the key information of our simulation 

model for experiment. The state space is 2D, and the particle 
filter estimates the XY location and infers the speed and 
direction of the moving target. The observation is an XY 
vector added with noise. The detailed description of the 
simulation model can be found in [6]. The first experiment 
shows the effectiveness of the proposed LCMP. Figure 8 
demonstrates the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of 
the estimation error. With fixed posterior sample size 

, the accuracy can be improved by increasing the 
number of multi-prediction . However, the improvement 
of LCMP has its limitation. Figure 9 shows the average 
estimation error for different posterior sample size  and 
multi-prediction . The smallest estimation error is 2.25m. 
If we assume 105% smallest estimation error is acceptable, 
the configurations that  can not achieve 
the specification. Hence the configuration 

 has smallest memory requirement with around 102.2% 
of the smallest estimation error. Besides, as the discussion in 
section 3-A, the proposed LCMP increases the probability 
that a posterior sample can survive from the CHM. 
Therefore the configuration of   has 
superior accuracy than the original LCPF . 

TABLE 2 shows the comparison of computation 
complexity between LCPF and the proposed combination of 
LCMP and DCHM. The first three rows show the increase 
of the constraint resulting from space partitioning. With the 
proposed dynamic selection of the constraints, the depth of 
the DCHM is much smaller than the depth of the CHM in 
LCPF. The last row shows the averaged depth checked for 
each prior sample. The valid transition particle will pass all 
CHM, which means 64 HM in LCPF and around 26 HM in 
DCHM. With more valid prior samples, the average checked 
CHM depth is closer to the created CHM depth. 

LCPF_LCMP_DCHM (NP particles from initial pdf) 
1   REPEAT 
2     Get measurement Zi 
3     FOR k = 1 : NP (Particle Loop) 
4       Clear weight wk = 0; 
5       Search the nearest region of xk 
6       Traverse and create DCHM 
7       FOR m = 1 : M (Multi-Prediction Loop) 
8         Propagate xT,m from xk and p(xi|xi-1) 
9         Update weight wT,m = p(zi|xT,m)         
10        FOR c = 1 : NDC (Constraint Loop) 
11          Run cth hypothesis modifier (xT,m,xk) 
12          IF rejected  
13            Clear wT = 0 
14            BREAK FOR c = 1 : NDC 
15          END IF 
16        END FOR 
17      END FOR 
18      Sample xT from {xT,1,…,xT,M} with regard 
          to{wT,1,…,wT,M}, copy corresponding wT 
19      Replace by wk = wT and xk = xT 
20    END FOR 
(The rest part is identical to LCPF line 15-24) 
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Figure 8. CDF Comparison, posterior sample size = 100 

 
 

 
Figure 9. Average estimation accuracy with fixed posterior  

sample size and different multi-prediction . 
 
 

TABLE 2. Comparison of CHM computation complexity* 

 LCPF Proposed 
Region number 1 25 

Region size 40×40 8×8 
Total constraint number 64 100 

Created CHM depth 64 25.59 

Prior sample size 1600 1600 
Avg. checked CHM depth 42.25 24.32 

*100 iteration  40 run, LCPF: ; Proposed:  
 

 
Finally we show the overall comparison by TABLE 3. 

For the configuration of  of the proposed 
PF with the combination of LCMP and DCHM and 

 of LCPF, the storage requirement of particle is reduced 
to 7.25%. The accuracy is improved by 0.81m, and the error 
is reduced by 25.71%. By reducing the dominating 
computation in propagation stage, the iteration interval is 
also reduced by 38.78%. Besides, the smaller  also 
linearly decrease the computation complexity of weight 
normalization and resampling. Therefore, the time of other 
operations is drastically decreased by 92.85%. 
 
 

TABLE 3. Overall comparison at equal prior sample size*: 

 LCPF Proposed Reduction 

Storage of particle 1600 116 -92.75% 
Estimation Error 3.15 2.34 -25.71% 

Avg. computation in  
propagation stage** 67600 38912 -42.44% 

Iteration time (ms) 52.53 32.16 -38.78% 
Propagation time 45.68 ms 31.67 ms -30.67% 

Other operations time*** 6.85 ms 0.49 ms -92.85% 
*100 iteration  40 run, LCPF: ; Proposed:  

**(particle constraint) 

***weight normalization and particle resampling 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed techniques can relieve the storage 
problem and the computation complexity problem of 
constrained particle filter. With LCMP, the spatial locality 
of the sequentially accessed particles is improved. To 
further utilize the improved spatial locality, we introduce the 
DCHM technique, which limit the CHM depth according to 
the mobility of the tracking target. With the proposed 
techniques, the quality of prior sampling is improved. The 
computation efficiency is also improved, so higher accuracy 
can be achieved with less storage and computation cost.  
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